Electrocorticography (ECoG) and functional MRI (BOLD-fMRI) have been used previously to measure brain activity during working memory delay periods. These studies have separately reported oscillation changes in the theta (4-8 Hz) band and BOLD-fMRI increases during delay periods when information is maintained in memory. However, it is not known how intracranial cortical field potential (CFP) changes relate to BOLD-fMRI responses during delay periods. To answer this question, fMRI was obtained from six epilepsy patients during a visual working memory task. Then, following subdural macroelectrode implant, continuous ECoG was used to record CFPs during the same task. Time-frequency analyses showed delay period gamma band oscillation amplitude increases on electrodes located near fMRI activity, while in the theta band changes were higher for electrodes located away from fMRI activation. The amplitude of the ECoG gamma band response was significantly positively correlated with the fMRI response, while a negative correlation was found for the theta band. The findings are consistent with previous reports of local field potential (LFP) coupling in the gamma band with BOLD-fMRI responses during visual stimulation in monkeys, but are novel in that the relationship reported here persists after the disappearance of visual stimuli while information is being maintained in memory. We conclude that there is a relationship between BOLD-fMRI increases and human working memory delay period gamma oscillation increases and theta decreases. The spectral profile change provides a basis for comparison of working memory delay period BOLD-fMRI with field potential recordings in animals and other human intracranial EEG studies.
Introduction
Delay period activity refers to the change in neural activity during the interval following encoding when information is being held online for later retrieval. It was discovered in single unit recording studies of non-human primates performing working memory delayed response tasks (Fuster, 1973; Kubota and Niki, 1971) , and is manifested, in most neurons, as an increase in spike rate throughout the memory delay before the monkey is cued to make a choice, and in others as a transient initial increase at the beginning of the delay (Kojima and GoldmanRakic, 1982) . Delay activity is typically reported in lateral prefrontal cortex (Kojima and Goldman-Rakic, 1984; Quintana et al., 1988; Yajeya et al., 1988) , but other regions including parietal cortex have been shown to affect the magnitude of delay activity in these frontal areas (Quintana et al., 1989) . Delay period activity that is not associated with working memory processing per se has also been reported, including task-relevant sensorimotor activity possibly related to enhancing stimulus detection (Cowen and McNaughton, 2007) and motivational operations like reward expectancy (Watanabe et al., 2005) .
Apart from single unit studies of delay period spiking activity, functional MRI studies of working memory have also reported blood oxygen level dependent (BOLD-fMRI) increases during memory delay periods (Curtis and D'Esposito, 2003; D'Esposito et al., 1998; Yee et al., 2010; Yoon et al., 2006) . The technique of electrocorticography (ECoG) allows for the recording of cortical field potentials (CFPs) from macroelectrodes electrodes (typically 2-4 mm diameter contacts) implanted below dura in neurosurgical patients. The CFPs obtained using ECoG are summed over a relatively larger volume of brain compared to typical local field potential (LFP) recordings from extracellular electrodes implanted within cortex of animals and from hybrid intracranial depth electrodes used in some patients for evaluation of surgical options to treat epilepsy. Correlates of working memory delay activity have been previously reported in humans using ECoG. One early study reported delay period increases in theta oscillation amplitude , although a systematic investigation of frequencies higher than theta were not reported. A more recent ECoG study also found evidence for changes in gamma oscillation amplitude during working memory (Meltzer et al., 2008) . While these authors made a comparison between regions showing gamma band changes with a group map of fMRI responses, no withinsubject comparisons of the ECoG and fMRI responses were made.
The outstanding question that this paper seeks to address is what is the relationship between hemodynamic working memory delay activity measured with fMRI-BOLD and electrical activity measured by intracranial EEG? To answer this question, fMRI-BOLD images were collected in six patients before electrode implant during performance of a visual working memory task. After electrodes were implanted, patients performed the same task and an analysis of the time-frequency characteristics of the delay period ECoG signal was conducted. Changes were assessed as a function of proximity to fMRI activity in order to determine which frequency bands showed sustained oscillation changes related to the fMRI-BOLD response.
Based on the review of previous human intracranial EEG studies as well as the animal electrical recording and functional imaging comparisons, we hypothesized at the outset of our study specific relationships between delay period BOLD-fMRI activity and gammaand theta-band CFP oscillations measured with ECoG. We specifically predicted that the amplitude of gamma-band oscillations would be elevated at electrodes near fMRI activity based on data supporting the BOLD-LFP hypothesis (Logothetis, 2002) , which show the fMRI-BOLD response correlates positively with cortical gamma-band LFP increases. Other evidence also shows BOLD responses that correlate positively with amplitude of theta oscillations (Ekstrom et al., 2009) in the hippocampal complex. Given the limited data relating increases in BOLD-fMRI to changes in cortical theta activity, we made no specific prediction about the direction of cortical theta activity in relation to changes in the BOLD-fMRI response. Furthermore, we had no hypotheses about other frequency bands and made no specific predictions about changes in these bands in relation to the fMRI data. It is worth noting also that all six of the patients studied here had macroelectrodes implanted over cortex, so hippocampal BOLD-theta relationships could not be evaluated.
Most previous studies of brain electrical and hemodynamic responses have been made during sensory stimulation. A motivation for the present study was to determine the relationship between electrical and hemodynamic activity during the delay period after visual stimuli have completely disappeared. Although sustained (i.e., throughout the delay interval) BOLD-fMRI delay activity has been reported in humans, it is an open question how sustained activity is reflected in intracranial electrocorticographic recordings. Therefore, a secondary objective of this study is to describe in our patient sample the distribution of sustained delay period ECoG power changes irrespective of BOLD-fMRI activity so that a complete picture of frequency-specific ECoG working memory delay activity correlates could be obtained.
Materials and methods

Subjects
Six patients with pharmaco-resistant epilepsy (all right handed, 2 males, mean age 35) provided written informed consent for enrollment in an IRB-approved study comparing functional imaging and electrophysiological measures of brain regions important for language and memory.
Working memory task
A Sternberg working memory task that has been used previously in human ECoG studies of working memory ) was used for post-implant intracranial recordings. This task utilizes presentation of letters (randomized so they do not spell words), which appear one at a time for 1 s every 2 s. Following the encoding of these stimuli, a 2 s delay period is followed by a 1 s display of a probe letter and a two-alternative forced-choice button press by the patient to signal whether the probe matched one of the previously encoded stimuli. The ECoG task is self-paced and consists of 50 trials. The baseline is obtained from recordings taken between trials while the patient is fixating a central cross. The task was modified to be used in an MRI scanner for the pre-implant fMRI. In this task, four random letters are presented one at a time, followed by a delay period, and then by a yes/no decision about whether a single probe letter was one of the four seen before the delay. During encoding, letters are presented for 1 s at the beginning of each 2 s TR. The delay interval is 3 TRs (6 s, see Fig. 1d ) to accommodate a lagged delay period hemodynamic response. The probe letter appears after the delay for 1 s. An 18 s control baseline separates the eight 14 s blocks of encoding, delay, and probe. Delay activity is compared against this baseline which, like the ECoG task, also consists of center fixation.
Image acquisition
A single pre-implant imaging session on a 3 Tesla Philips scanner included the collection of one high-resolution T1-weighted anatomical volume and a single echo-planar imaging run sensitive to BOLD contrast (136 dynamics, TR = 2 s) during the block-design working memory paradigm (8 cycles, 20 s memory/14 s visuomotor baseline). The fMRI baseline was designed to keep the attention of the patient focused but make minimal demands on working memory. It consisted of simple change detection task: detection of a change in the background color of sequentially presented crosses (7 crosses, 6 on white background with 1 randomly appearing on a green background), Patients were instructed to press a button when a cross on the green background appeared during center fixation.
Intracranial EEG acquisition
ECoG data were sampled at 1 kHz using an EEG 1100 Nihon Koden Neurofax acquisition system. Hardware filtering limited the effective bandwidth to between 0.15 and 300 Hz. Any channels with 60 Hz artifact were excluded from further analysis. The analytic timefrequency decomposition was limited to a range of 1 to 200 Hz. Before the time-frequency analysis was performed, any channels with 60 Hz line noise were excluded from further analysis, as were channels with ictal activity occurring during any part of the recording session and any electrodes overlaying cortex that was eventually resected. Following exclusion of these electrode channels, signals from the remaining channels were digitally re-referenced to a common average reference of channels excluding those channels with 60 Hz artifact, ictal activity, or electrodes over cortex that were later resected. For each memory trial, event times for the onset and offset of each item presentation, the start and end of the delay interval, and the onset and offset of each probe stimulus were sent to an isolated continuously sampled recording channel by a TTL pulse in order to synchronize the task components with ECoG data.
Image processing
The fMRI data were processed in AFNI (Cox, 1996) using voxelwise multiple regression to produce output t-statistic and associated pvalue maps for a contrast of the difference between delay period BOLD activity and the visuomotor baseline control condition. Significant (p b 0.05, uncorrected) single-subject BOLD-fMRI activity was painted onto cortical surface reconstructions made from the T1-weighted MRI using FreeSurfer v4.5.0 Fischl et al., 1999) .
Electrode localization
High resolution (0.5 mm in-plane resolution, 1 mm slices) computed tomography (CT) scans were taken immediately after surgical implant of the subdural electrodes. For each patient, the CT volume was co-registered to the T1-weighted MRI that was used to make the cortical surface reconstruction. The center of each electrode was identified from its high intensity signature on the CT volume and projected to the pial layer representation of the cortical surface using a constrained correction procedure along a surface normal to correct for deformation of electrode position due to brain shift. Brain shift varies by patient depending on the location and size of craniotomy, the number and placement of electrodes, and the presence and severity of any post-surgical swelling. The distortion relative to the cortical surface reconstruction computed from the high resolution pre-surgical T1 MRI is typically manifested as a medial shift of 1-4 mm, making electrodes appear to be below the pre-surgical cortical surface, and a lateral shift in the anterior-posterior or superiorinferior direction of as many as 12 mm. Our localization of electrodes relative to pre-surgical cortical geometry is similar to other methods for correcting brain shift, and is confirmed by photographs taken at explantation (removal of electrodes) allowing for the accuracy of the brain shift correction to be verified during the second surgery (Swann et al., 2009; Tertel et al., 2010) . Electrode positions are modeled as spheres on the pial surface reconstruction, and each location was confirmed and adjusted if necessary to match the locations relative to gyral/sulcal relationships as indicated by intra-operative photography. Electrodes overlapping or within 5 mm of fMRI activity were counted as proximal electrodes. A similar number of electrodes located out of range (located 10 mm or more away from) of any significant fMRI activation (delay N baseline) or deactivation (baseline N delay) were considered distal electrodes.
Intracranial EEG processing
Signal analysis involved analytical decomposition and computation of time-frequency power spectra as described previously (Canolty et al., 2007; Swann et al., 2009 ) and was implemented in Matlab 7.11 (R2010b, Mathworks, Natick MA). This process is analogous to a Gabor wavelet analysis in the temporal domain, but is performed in the frequency domain for speed. Briefly, each signal was Fourier transformed from the time to frequency domain, multiplied by overlapping Gaussians centered at multiple frequencies of interest (50 frequencies, min. freq = 1.0 Hz, max. freq = 200 Hz, fractional bandwidth = 0.2), and inverse Fourier transformed back to the time domain. The resulting analytic signal had an equal number of time points as the original raw signal, but contained a number of orthogonal representations equal to the 50 different frequencies of interest. Power was calculated by squaring the amplitude of analytic signal, and was then used to construct time-frequency power spectra for two different epochs of the task, the delay interval and a control baseline interval. Each patient completed 50 trials of the working memory paradigm during ECoG recording.
For each trial, after the serial presentation of letter (i.e., item) strings, a 2-s delay period followed during which the monitor was completely blank (color black). For each channel, power spectra were computed for each of these 50 delay periods, resulting in a matrix of power spectra of size 50 (trials) × 50 (frequencies) × 2000 (time in ms) and another 50 × 50 × 2000 matrix of power spectra were computed for a baseline period taken between the end and beginning Electrodes proximal (c, white spheres) to delay period fMRI activity increases (c, orange activity) were categorized separately from electrodes located distal (c, red spheres) to fMRI activity increases or decreases relative to baseline. Other electrodes (c, black spheres) were not considered because they did not meet criteria. An example electrode (superior lateral frontal #4-SLF4) is highlighted with a yellow circle (a-c). The average BOLD signal from the cluster of fMRI activity near the SLF4 electrode is shown (d, white line) next to the boxcar regressor (d, white line) used to model the eight delay periods within the run (136 TRs, 272 s total scan time). The time-frequency difference spectrum (delay minus control) is shown (e) for the SLF4 electrode.
of each trial. At each channel, the matrices of spectra were averaged to produce a mean power spectrum for the delay period, P d , and a mean power spectrum for the baseline period, P b . These mean spectra were subtracted and normalized by trial-to-trial variance with no assumption of similar variance in the delay and baseline periods using the following equation:
where s is the variance over n = 50 trials. Thus, at each channel a single spectrum of size 50 (frequency) × 2000 (time) was computed with each element representing a standardized difference, equivalent to a t-statistic, between the delay and baseline periods.
Analysis of iEEG in relation to fMRI activity
The standardized difference spectra were categorized according to their proximity to fMRI delay period activity (proximal = near fMRI activity, distal = not near fMRI activation or deactivation). For each patient, all proximal and distal spectra were averaged separately, and the distal mean spectrum was subtracted from the proximal mean spectrum, which resulted in a single summary spectrum per patient that corresponded to the time-frequency difference between ECoG signals recorded near fMRI delay activity and away from any fMRI activation or deactivation. Using the gamma band as an example, the logic behind this subtraction is such that positive changes in the resulting spectra mean that gamma band activity is greater on electrodes located near fMRI activity, whereas negative changes in the resulting spectra mean gamma activity is greater on electrodes located away from fMRI activity. If positive outweigh negative changes across the delay interval across electrodes within a subject, and this trend replicates across subjects, then it can be concluded that gamma delay activity increases on average near areas where fMRI activity increases.
The summary statistic at each element of the 50 × 2000 difference spectrum is an averaged t-statistic; averaging was justified and made simple by having equivalent within-subject degrees of freedom (n = 50 trials). Three sets of analyses were conducted on two ranges of frequencies that were hypothesized to show changes in activity as a function of the BOLD response during the delay period. These included the theta (4-8 Hz) and gamma (30-200 Hz) bands. Given our focus on hypothesized changes within these bands, the statistics presented here are not corrected for multiple comparisons across all seven frequency bands that could have potentially been considered. However, in the presentation of the individual and group spectra we show all seven bands but do not note statistical changes outside of theta and gamma because we did not have a priori hypotheses about how electrical activity would change as a function of fMRI in these other bands. Furthermore, given our specific prediction about the direction of gamma band changes with respect to the BOLD-fMRI response, we used 1-tailed tests when assessing the significance of the gamma band effects. Given that we had no specific prediction about the direction of the relationship between theta and fMRI, we used 2-tailed tests when assessing the significance theta band effects.
For the first analysis, each of the 6 patient difference spectra was displayed, and the sum of positive and negative t-values across the different frequency ranges was computed. A net change (+ for positive N negative change, − for positive b negative change) was tabulated to determine how electrical activity varied as a function of proximity to fMRI activation. In these maps, positive values tending toward the color red indicate electrical activity is greater on electrodes near fMRI activity, while negative values tending toward the color blue indicate activity is greater on electrodes distal to fMRI activity.
For our second analysis, the 6 individual patient difference spectra were subjected to a random-effects analysis with a threshold of 2.197 (equivalent to p b 0.05 uncorrected with 6 subjects) chosen as the a priori significance threshold. This statistical approach to summarizing multiple difference spectra in order to produce a single group difference spectrum is similar to a random effects analysis for population level inference of multiple subject 3D brain image t-statistic maps, but in this case consists of multiple subject 2D t-statistic time-frequency spectra.
Additional analyses including correlation of ECoG and fMRI amplitudes, and comparisons of power spectral density between proximal and distal electrodes collapsed across the delay interval were computed in Matlab using the corrcoef, regress, and periodogram functions respectively.
Results
Task performance
Task performance was well above chance (mean accuracy = 85.6%, SD = 12.5, mean response time = 1522 ms, SD = 430 ms) confirming intact working memory abilities in our sample of patients.
Distribution of electrode locations
For the analysis of ECoG activity as a function of proximity to BOLD-fMRI activity, a total of 118 electrodes were analyzed (64 proximal, 54 distal). A visual depiction of these electrodes in standard space is provided in Fig. 2 , and a lobar breakdown is given in Table 1 . The majority of these electrodes were located in the frontal lobe, as that is where patient electrode coverage was most dense and also where the majority of working memory BOLD-fMRI delay activity was located. Fig. 2 . Distribution of electrode locations proximal and distal to fMRI delay activity. Intracranial macroelectrode positions are initially modeled as spheres on cortical surface reconstructions in native space. To aid visualization of locations across patients, each electrode sphere is transformed to standard space and displayed here in relation to a gray/white matter border surface reconstruction of the standard space (MNI) N27 brain. White spheres mark electrodes located proximal to fMRI delay activity, and red spheres indicate electrodes located distal to fMRI delay activity.
Single-subject analyses
Individual patient time-frequency difference spectra (proximal minus distal electrodes) were computed (Fig. 3) . Positive and negative amplitude changes were summed throughout the delay period and displayed to the right of each spectrum (Fig. 3) . We examined in how many patients positive changes were greater than negative changes, or vice versa, throughout the delay interval. Five of six patients showed positive changes that outweighed negative (proximal N distal) changes in both the middle and high gamma bands ( Fig. 3a-e) , while one patient showed negative changes that outweighed positive changes in all gamma bands (Fig. 3f) . For theta, the opposite pattern was found, with five of six patients showing negative changes that outweighed positive (distal N proximal) changes. The pattern of results in opposite directions for changes in gamma and theta as a function of proximity to fMRI activity motivated the next analysis of individual patient mean difference spectra using a random effects approach.
Random effects analysis
A group time-frequency difference spectrum (proximal minus distal electrodes) was computed by averaging the six individual patients' mean time-frequency spectra. Positive changes were obtained throughout the delay period (Fig. 4a) , mostly in the gamma range where the average positive amplitude change exceeded our a priori statistical threshold of 2.197 (equivalent to p b 0.05 uncorrected with 6 subjects). A significant negative change was obtained in the theta (−5.92) band. We examined whether positive changes were greater than negative changes, or vice versa, throughout the delay interval. These changes were quantified by summing the positive and negative standardized amplitude differences within each frequency band and dividing by 2000, the number of samples in the delay period. Summation and division by total delay time produced two numbers for each of the seven frequency bands that summarized separately the average increase and decrease in oscillation amplitude throughout the delay period (Fig. 4b) . Positive outweighed negative amplitude changes in low-gamma (2.52), mid-gamma (1.70), and high-gamma (1.05). Negative outweighed positive changes in the theta (−5.88) band.
The pattern of relative power differences in the group average was confirmed by plotting means (± SEM) of the individual patient's positive and negative time-frequency power changes (Fig. 4b) . Positive changes outweighed negative power changes only in the gamma bands, with variability across patients found to be the least in the mid-gamma band (1.56) and highest in the low gamma band (4.53).
In summary, the results of the random effects analysis confirmed the pattern seen in the single-subject results. Specifically, gamma activity increases proximal to areas where BOLD increases. The theta band shows the opposite pattern, with increased theta activity distal to BOLD activity increases. However, the differences in frequencyspecific ECoG activity relative to BOLD activity increases are not informative about whether there is a significant relationship between changes in the magnitudes of ECoG and BOLD activity. To answer this question, correlation and regression analyses were performed across the sets of electrodes.
Correlation analysis
Relationships between the amplitude of the ECoG and fMRI responses during the delay period were analyzed by computing Pearson correlation coefficients. Positive correlations were obtained in the gamma bands. These were significant for mid-gamma (r = 0.19, p = 0.04, Fig. 5b ), but not for low-gamma (r = 0.07, p = 0.43) or highgamma (r = 0.09, p = 0.30). A significant negative correlation was found for theta (r = − 0.22, p = 0.02, Fig. 5a ). To ensure that the significant relationships identified with standard correlational analyses were not driven by outliers, we also carried out robust regressions using robustfit in Matlab with the default bisquare weight function and a tuning constant of 5. The mid-gamma relationship remained positive (t = 2.01) and significant (p = 0.046), while the theta relationship remained negative (t = − 1.72) and marginally significant (p = 0.09).
Power spectral density analysis
In order to determine whether the inverse correlation of BOLD response magnitude with theta magnitude resulted from a shift in the spectrum, the power spectral density across the delay interval was computed from the periodogram of the ECoG delay signals in each patient separately for the set of electrodes proximal to fMRI activity and for the set of electrodes distal to any fMRI activity. A consistent shift in the spectrum was noted in five out of six patients (Fig. 6a-b , d-f), which was significant (p = 0.02), and was manifest as lower power spectral density throughout the theta band on electrodes proximal to the fMRI activity. This shows that, on electrodes located away from fMRI activity increases (and decreases), total power in the theta band is higher compared to theta power on electrodes located near fMRI activity.
The group and single-subject analyses showed that gamma band delay period oscillatory power is higher for electrodes near fMRI activity relative to electrodes located away from fMRI activity. The opposite relationship holds for theta, where delay period oscillatory power is greater for electrodes located away from fMRI activity compared to electrodes near fMRI activity.
Analysis of all electrodes
A final analysis was conducted to determine, irrespective of each electrode's location relative to fMRI activity, the distribution of electrode responses showing gamma-band increases, theta-band increases, or conjoint increases in both the gamma and theta bands. A 2 standard deviation change in amplitude integrated across the entire delay period relative to baseline was used as the criterion for categorizing an individual electrode's response into one of the three categories. After removing electrodes contaminated by noise artifacts as well as those adjacent to cortex that was eventually resected to treat the epilepsy, a total of 397 electrodes were considered. Of these, 253 (63.7%) showed power increases in either the gamma (45 electrodes, 11%, Fig. 7a ), theta (112 electrodes, 28%, Fig. 7b ), or both the gamma and theta (96 electrodes, 24%, Fig. 7c ) bands.
Discussion
The main objective of this paper is to characterize oscillations in the intracranial cortical field potential in relation to the BOLD-fMRI response during a working memory delay period. Understanding how mnemonic information is coded in the brain during working memory delay periods is relevant to understanding the neural basis of working memory dysfunction in disorders as diverse as schizophrenia (Gold et (Baier et al., 2010; Lewis et al., 2003) , and autism (Koshino et al., 2008; O'Hearn et al., 2008) . It is also relevant for a basic understanding of how brain signals acquired from multiple modalities can be decoded to reveal the contents of working memory (Fuentemilla et al., 2010; Harrison and Tong, 2009; Hernandez et al., 2010) . For these reasons, we wanted to know, given evidence in individual patients of delay period BOLDfMRI activity, how do oscillations in the gamma and theta bands change in relation to the hemodynamic activity? Furthermore, we were interested in knowing how the magnitude of the BOLD-fMRI response was related to the magnitude of oscillatory change. The main result obtained in this study using both single-subject and random effects analyses is that in regions of cortex exhibiting significant BOLD-fMRI delay period activation, cortical gamma oscillation amplitude increases relative to distal cortical regions showing no significant fMRI activity. The opposite pattern was obtained for the amplitude of theta oscillations. While gamma increases near the fMRI delay activity, there is a relative decrease in theta. Additionally it was found in a separate correlational analysis of electrodes located both near and away from fMRI activation (and deactivation) that the magnitude of the BOLD-fMRI response was positively related to the magnitude of gamma activity throughout the delay interval. An inverse relationship was found to exist for theta, where lower magnitude BOLD-fMRI responses correspond to higher theta activity throughout the delay interval, and higher magnitude BOLD-fMRI response corresponds to lower theta. For cortex, where all of the subdural electrodes in these patients were located, these findings demonstrate delay-period gamma activity increases occurring near to and correlating with BOLD activity, a decrease in theta near to and correlating negatively with BOLD activity, and an increase in theta distally as confirmed by a shift in the overall power spectrum.
The correlations found between the amplitude of ECoG and fMRI activity are somewhat low, although not substantially different from the magnitudes reported in other comparisons in the human ECoG/ fMRI literature. There are several physiological and methodological reasons that may account for the low correlations and small effect sizes we obtained. It has been reported recently using a delayed somatosensory discrimination task in monkeys (Jun et al., 2010 ) that spiking activity in prefrontal cortex neurons exhibits substantial heterogeneity suggestive of a highly distributed, not modularized, neural code for memory. This may substantially reduce the ability to find correspondence between hemodynamic and electrical measures of activity, especially when the resolution of each sums over several millimeters of cortex. The failure of the ECoG measures to account for a greater proportion of BOLD response variance could also be due to sampling of ECoG that is limited to the crown of the gyrus, whereas fMRI activity can and is often distributed along the crown as well as along the sulcus, and often is seen only within the sulcal depths. There are also inherent signal-to-noise ratio differences between the fMRI and ECoG methods, and in our study logistical and time constraints prevented patients from performing the same number of trials during fMRI than during subsequent ECoG recording. We also collected serial, not simultaneous, acquisition of fMRI and ECoG. While simultaneous acquisition of fMRI and intracranial EEG is feasible (Vulliemoz et al., Fig. 4 . Group analysis time-frequency difference spectrum. Each patient's delay period difference spectrum (proximal minus distal) was averaged to produce a single timefrequency spectrum (a) where green-to-red colors indicate greater change for proximal relative to distal electrodes and green-to-blue indicates greater change for distal relative to proximal electrodes. In each band, positive (b, red, proximal N distal) and negative (b, blue, proximal b distal) changes were quantified by integrating time-frequency values and dividing by 2000, the number of samples in the delay period. For each frequency band, the mean and subject error (±1 sem) of positive and negative changes are plotted. 2010), and would likely increase correspondence between the two sets of results, the Sternberg task employed here is a short-not longterm memory task that all patients learned quickly and performed above chance on both testing days. Although we would expect minimal differences as a function of multiple repetitions between the acquisition days, we cannot rule out entirely that serial acquisition increased the variance in our data that is unaccounted for by our models.
We can only speculate from our findings about what the BOLD signal might mean in relation to electrophysiological changes during the delay periods of working memory delays. Two recent studies are notable in postulating about this relationship. First, it has been shown by a comparison of magnetic resonance spectroscopy and functional imaging that there is an inverse relationship between baseline GABA, an inhibitory neurotransmitter, and BOLD reactivity (Donahue et al., 2010) . Separately, another recent set of experiments points to the role of increases in local neuronal processing, as opposed to increases in thalamocortical input, as being a substantial factor in driving the cortical hemodynamic response (Harris et al., 2010) . One idea that could explain our findings is that relatively increased local cortical processing is required to maintain information in memory, especially since there is no ongoing sensory stimulation during the delay period to drive an increase in thalamocortical inputs. This increased local processing may manifest as relatively increased excitatory neuronal Fig. 6 . Theta band power spectral density is shifted lower for cortical potentials recorded near fMRI activity. Power spectral density across the delay interval was computed from the periodogram of the ECoG signals in each patient separately for the set of electrodes proximal to fMRI activity (white) and for the set of electrodes distal to any fMRI activity (red). A consistent and significant (p = 0.02) shift in the spectrum was noted in five out of six patients indicating that total power in the theta band is relatively higher for cortical potentials recorded away from fMRI delay activity. Fig. 7 . Frequency-specific delay period power increases irrespective of BOLD-fMRI activity. A total of 397 electrodes across the 6 patients were evaluated for significant (N 2 std. change) in the delay period relative to baseline. Of the total 397 electrodes, 253 (63.7%) were sorted into three categories according to sustained increases in either the gamma band (a, 45 or 11.3% of electrodes), the theta band (b, 112 or 28.2% of electrodes) or both the gamma and theta bands (c, 96 or 24.2% of electrodes). activity and decreased inhibitory activity. The increase in excitatory activity may result in a shift in the spectrum similar to what we have demonstrated, with relative increases in gamma amplitude and relative decreases in theta. The increased metabolic demands resulting from increased local neuronal processing may drive increases in blood flow, oxygen metabolism, and thereby increase the net BOLD response that we find during the delay period.
Our finding that BOLD responses are related to different changes in at least two components of the spectrum (gamma and theta), rather than changes arising from one spectral band, appears consistent with results of another group showing that the BOLD response is related to a spectral shift in relative power from low to higher frequencies (Rosa et al., 2010) possibly as a consequence of larger energy dissipation (Kilner et al., 2005) . But results from a very a recent simultaneous EEG-fMRI study focusing on trial-by-trial variations could be interpreted as contradictory to the spectral shift hypothesis (Scheeringa et al., 2011) .
Our speculation of what may be happening physiologically to drive the BOLD and ECoG changes that we have found is admittedly simplistic because a thorough understanding of neurovascular coupling remains a topic of ongoing research and debate (Ekstrom, 2010; Vanzetta and Slovin, 2010) , and regional differences in coupling could account for disparate correlations between EEG and BOLD among brain regions. Along these lines, another simultaneous EEG-BOLD study used the ELECTRA source model (Gonzalez Andino et al., 2005a; Gonzalez Andino et al., 2005b) to determine estimated local field potentials (eLFPs) between scalp EEG and fMRI obtained in the same healthy subjects (Martuzzi et al., 2009 ). This study of subjects during passive visual stimulation reports a correspondence between low frequency (b14 Hz) oscillations and fMRI activation, including lateral aspects of the frontal lobe, but also claims that the relationship between eLFP and BOLD signals varies both across frequencies and regions.
The negative relationship between BOLD-fMRI and theta band power is notable, especially since increases, not decreases, in cortical theta power have been found in several cognitive tasks that include response conflict (Cohen et al., 2008) , working memory Sederberg et al., 2003) , and virtual maze learning Kahana et al., 1999) . These studies utilized EEG alone and do not compare EEG and fMRI changes in the same subjects. In our study, increased theta power did not occur near fMRI activity increases, nor did the amplitude of fMRI delay period activity increases covary positively with increased theta. Instead, we found a negative relationship between the magnitude of BOLD and cortical theta, which is not completely surprising when considered in the context of a recent report showing that an increase in frontal theta is correlated with a decrease in BOLD (Scheeringa et al., 2008) . In that report, the increased theta corresponding to decreases in BOLD occurred predominately in medial frontal areas that were attributed to the default mode network. We found increased theta in cortical areas showing neither fMRI activity increases nor decreases, and so the conclusion cannot be drawn in our experiment that theta increases occur in areas influenced by default mode processing. Our task is also unlikely to trigger default mode processing because during the delay period, subjects are maintaining item information in working memory. Along these lines, a more recent EEG-BOLD study reports a lack of correlations between oscillatory EEG phenomena and BOLD in traditional working memory areas (Scheeringa et al., 2009) . Another recent simultaneous scalp EEGfMRI study of working memory found a negative BOLD correlation with theta and positive correlations at higher frequency bands, a strikingly similar pattern to our findings (Michels et al., 2010) .
Our findings highlight how BOLD signals must be interpreted cautiously and in light of converging evidence obtained with other modalities like electrical and magnetic source imaging. If increases in BOLD responses during memory delay activity correspond primarily to relative increases in cortical gamma-band electrical activity and decreases in theta-band activity, then fMRI may not be sensitive to some frequency-specific electrophysiological changes such as those in areas of cortex that exhibit only increased theta activity or conjoint increases in both theta and gamma activity during delay periods. In the final analysis of the present study, we showed the ability to detect these other types of sustained oscillatory responses by analyzing all 397 implanted electrodes (excluding those with noise and overlaying epileptic regions) irrespective of the relationship to fMRI activity. The results of this analysis showed sustained delay period increases in theta (delay N baseline) in 28% of the electrodes, conjoint increases in theta and gamma in 24% of the electrodes, and increases in gamma in 11% of electrodes. Based on our comparative fMRI-ECoG analyses, it is only near the last group that showed increases in just the gamma band, and which comprised the smallest percentage of electrodes, where we would expect to find BOLD increases.
It has been reported in a visual stimulation study of alert monkeys that a comparison between the BOLD signal, LFPs, and multiunit activity reveals that the largest portion of the BOLD signal variance can be explained by an LFP range of 20-60 Hz (Goense and Logothetis, 2008) . More recent visual stimulation studies find a similar pattern of gamma LFP-BOLD coupling (Lippert et al., 2010; Murayama et al., 2010) and build on the original report of LFP-BOLD coupling (Logothetis et al., 2001) . Our primary finding includes this gamma band range where we found oscillatory increases during the delay period of a working memory task that correlated with the magnitude of the fMRI delay response. Our results are novel in that they are the first comparison of human ECoG and BOLD-fMRI data during the delay period of a working memory task, and they are significant in that they provided a basis for comparison of human working memory delay period fMRI results with electrophysiological results obtained in animals and other human intracranial EEG studies.
There are two other limitations of the present study. First, electrode coverage included mostly the left hemisphere frontal and temporal regions, with sparse coverage of parietal and occipital lobes, and no subcortical recordings from hippocampus or amygdala. Therefore, while the finding of a gamma band ECoG-BOLD relationship is not surprising, we cannot make statements about theta-BOLD coupling in other brain areas, like those reported near the hippocampal complex in another study (Ekstrom et al., 2009 ). Second, the findings presented here are from epilepsy patients whose brain function has been shaped by years of epilepsy. Although all patients studied performed the working memory task well above chance levels, and we followed the standard convention of excluding electrodes overlaying brain tissue that was later resected in order to treat the epilepsy, caution must be taken in generalizing the findings to healthy human brains.
Conclusions
In summary, the results presented here indicate that cortical areas showing increased BOLD-fMRI activity during a working memory delay period-the period of time during which visual stimuli have disappeared and previously encoded information is being held in memory-are characterized by relative increases in the gamma band and relative decreases in the theta band of the intracranial cortical field potential.
